PHS Word Scramble

The Pasadena Humane Society & SPCA (PHS) offers a wide range of services in order to help the community. Read through the clues below and try to decipher each scrambled word. In each unscrambled word there is a letter that makes up part of the super secret mystery phrase. Can you figure it out? Use the shelter’s website pasadenahumane.org to help you find the answers.

1. These are the types of classes you can bring your dog to so they can learn good manners and new tricks.

ITARGNNI

2. These two items can help reunite a lost pet with their family.

DI GTA DAN PIICO CMHR

3. This wildlife animal is commonly found in our local communities and might look very similar to a dog.

TYOCOE

4. This program helps prevent more kittens from being born on the streets by spaying/neutering cats and then returning them to their communities.

PART-RENEUT-UTRENR

5. These two vaccines are recommended for cats.

**SAIBER, RVFCP**

6. These three vaccines are recommended for dogs.

**SEBIAR, DERBOTLALE, DPHP**

7. The second rule of the Kids for Animals Pledge.

**EB FESCEPTURL DAN DKNI OT LAL NIASMLA**

8. This is what you can do to keep kittens and other shelter animals in your home until they are old enough or well enough to be adopted.

**ETOSFR**

Mystery Phrase

```
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 3 5 12 14 7 8 9

3 4 12 15 3 16 6
```
Answer Key:

1. Training
2. ID Tag and Microchip
3. Coyote
4. Trap-Neuter-Return
5. Rabies, FVCRP
6. Rabies, Bordetella, DHPP
7. Be Respectful and Kind to All Animals
8. Foster

Mystery Phrase Answer: Thanks for Being a Kid for Animals!